Derman Medical Publishing is continuing to make forward steps in medicine in a principled manner. There are two international journals in the scope of Derman Medical Publishing; Journal of Clinical and Analytical Medicine and The Annals of Eurasian Medicine. By today there are over 14,000 followers of our journals as readers, authors, peer-reviewers, specialists and physicians. Nearly 2500 articles have been sent to our secretariat in 2013. Online publishing of articles firstly has been pleasure for our users. Accepted articles were published online approximately in ten days. All the articles sent to our journal were edited carefully and with devotion. During edition period of articles, we were all accessible. We replied e-mails of authors and peer-reviewers in a very short time in order to make the edition process faster. We thank to firstly authors than peer-reviewers and scientific committee members for all the activities of Derman Medical Publishing.

Traditional “The Best Article of The Year Award” of Derman Medical Publishing has gone to its winners this year too. The articles were evaluated according to their citation rates and how much they are update, downloaded and read by readers, found interesting by readers. Winners of the award were announced to our readers online and by e-mail. Derman Medical Publishing gave ‘The Best Article of The Year Award’ to 21 articles in last five years [1-21].
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